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Abstract: S-transform (ST) is an effective time-frequency representation method with the advantages of
short-time Fourier transform and wavelet transform. This paper utilizes the advantages of the power
spectral subtraction method and the speech enhancement method to presents a novel speech
enhancement algorithm based on discrete ST. Firstly, the speech in time domain is transformed by ST
to joint time-frequency domain for spectral subtraction so that the clear speech spectrum can be
obtained and then the inverse ST is performed to acquire the enhanced speech in time domain.
Simulation experiment is done to verify the validity of the method. The experiment results show that the
proposed method can effectively enhance the de-noising ability and improve the signal-to-noise ratio.
Index terms: Discrete s-transform, time-frequency domain, speech enhancement.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Recognition, coding and enhancement of speech signals in the presence of noise and
reverberation remain a challenging problem in many applications. Hence, the researchers gave a
large attention to speech processing and enhancement [1, 2]. Speech processing technology is
used in a wide variety of applications such as speech pre-processing, speech coding and speech
recognition. In a noisy environment, speech enhancement can be used to improve the quality,
decrease the hearing fatigue, improve the performance, and increase intelligibility of the speech
communication systems [3, 4].
Several methods have been proposed for this purpose such as the spectral subtraction method, the
signal subspace method, the Wiener filtering method, the wavelet denoising method [5-8], the
adaptive Wiener filtering method [9], the LMS method [10-12] and the RLS method [13, 14].
The goal of most techniques is to improve the Signal-to-Noise-Ratio (SNR) of speech. Spectral
subtraction is one of the effective methods [15-17]. But it is rather difficult for the speech signal
to be immune to the pollution of different noises. One important purpose of speech enhancement
is to eliminate the noise from the noisy speech as much as possible.
The speech enhancement technology plays an important role in speech encoding, recognition and
other speech processing fields. There are mainly three categories of current mainstream study of
speech processing: the time-domain processing method, the frequency-domain processing
method and the joint time-frequency domain processing method, which normally utilize the
enhancement algorithms based on short-time Fourier transform or wavelet transform based
spectrum estimation, perception characteristics, and subspace, etc. The short-time Fourier
transform is the most widely used and effective linear transform so that the spectrum subtraction
method based on it is widely utilized in actual applications. The spectrum subtraction method
requires transforming the signal from the time domain to the frequency domain by using the
window Fourier transform. But its unchangeable window width debases the effect of this method.
The S-transform has the advantages of both short time Fourier transform and wavelet transform,
which can use changed window functions and Fourier transform nucleus [18-21]. Besides, the s-
transform can keep the phase position information of the signal and provide the changed time-
frequency accuracy. As a linear transform, it can be used as the effective tool for signal analysis
and synthesis, unlike the method of Wigner-Ville distribution-WVD which has a lot of cross
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terms, nor like the Fourier transform which uses fixed window function [22, 23]. The S-transform
is performed for speech signal with noise so that the signal is transformed from the time domain
to the time-frequency domain to conduct spectral subtraction. Since the S-transform has unfixed
time-frequency resolution, better effect can be achieved in the time-frequency domain.
In this paper, firstly, we review the speech enhancement problem, the s-transform and the Gabor
transform. Secondly, we study and utilize the advantages of the power spectral subtraction
method and the speech enhancement method to present a new speech enhancement algorithm
based on discrete s-transform. The speech in time domain is transformed by s-transform to joint
time-frequency domain for spectral subtraction so that the clear speech spectrum can be obtained,
and then the inverse s-transform is performed to acquire the enhanced speech. Simulation
experiment will be done to verify the validity of the proposed algorithm.
II. REVIEW OF S-TRANSFORM
The definition of standard s-transform (ST) for continuous time function x(t) is given in [2] as:
    deftwxftS fj2),()(),( (1)
where 1j ,  and t are time variables, f is a frequency variable and ),( ftw  is a Gaussian
function as follows:
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The advantage of ST relative to STFT is that the width (variance) )( f of Gaussian function is
not fixed any more, which is given by:
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Substituting (2) and (3) into (1) leads to:
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As shown in (2), the window function is the function of time t and frequency f. The width
)( f of window function is in inverse proportion to frequency f , i.e., the smaller the frequency,
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the larger the width of window function; The larger the frequency, the smaller the width of the
window function. Therefore, the s-transform has changeable time-frequency accuracy. The
window width in the s-transform is the frequency function, and the window standard deviation is
fixed to be the reciprocal of f. Sometimes the aggregation is bad in different signal analyses,
which limits its applications. To facilitate the calculation, Stockwell proposed in [18] another
kind of equivalence type:
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where )( fX is the Fourier spectrum. From (5), we know that the ST can turn to fast Fourier
transform and convolution theory for calculation. Based on (1), the integration of time t can lead
to:
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where
1),(  dtftw  (7)
The inverse transform of ST is given by
dfedtftSx fj  2),()(     (8)
where the discrete forms of (4) and (5) are shown in (9), (10) and (11). The discretization of (8) is
shown in (12).
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where N is the length of the discrete-time signal.
III. DISCRETE S-TRANSFORM BASED POWER SPECTRAL SUBTRACTION FOR
SPEECH DENOISING
Assume that the speech signal x(n) with noise can be represented as:
)()()( ndnxny  (13)
where x(n) is a pure speech signal, d(n) is additive noise, and the statistics of x(n) and d(n) are
irrelevant. (14) can be obtained by s-transform of both sides of (13).
),(),(),( nmDnmXnmY sss  (14)
where ),( nmYs , ),( nmX s and ),( nmDs are the ST coefficients obtained from y(n), x(n) and d(n)
based on (9) and (11). m is the m-th time sampling point of certain frame of speech, n represents
the n-th frequency sampling point and the length of the frame is N. ),( nmYs and ),( nmX s can be
written to be the forms of amplitude and phase position as shown in (15) and (16), where nmA ,
and n , nmR , and n are respectively the amplitude and phase position of ),( nmYs and ),( nmX s .
Since the ears of human beings are not sensitive to phase positions, n and n can be considered
equal.
nj
nms eAnmY ,),(  (15)
nj
nms eRnmX ,),(  (16)
Formula (17) can be obtained based on the principle that the energy keeps unchanged in time
domain and in joint time-frequency domain.
222 ),(),(),( nmDnmYnmX sss  (17)
where ),( nmYs can be obtained by direct discrete s-transform. However, the noise energy
spectrum 2),( nmDs cannot be obtained accurately and has to be obtained approximately by the
way of estimation. The normal estimation method in [24, 25] is to take the statistical average
]),([ 2nmDE s in the absence of speech as 2),( nmDs . In order to verify that the discrete s-
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transform has better denoising ability and changeable time-frequency resolution, the noise
estimation algorithm in the absence of speech is adopted, then the estimation 2),(~ nmX s of power
spectrum of pure speech can be obtained from (18).
]),([),(),(~ 222 nmDEnmYnmX sss  (18)
Thus, ),(~ nmX s can be obtained by (16), where ),(~, nmXR snm  and nn   , which is known.
Enhanced speech can be obtained by the following inverse discrete s-transform,
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where )(~ kx is the speech after denoising. The diagram of the proposed algorithm is shown in
Figure 1.
Figure 1. Principle diagram for discrete ST based spectral subtraction
A procedure of the spectral subtraction algorithm based on discrete ST is given as follows:
Step 1. Using (9), take the discrete ST of the speech signal x(k) to obtain the coefficients
),( nmYs . nn   , which can be computed from ),( nmYs .
Step 2. Computing ]),([ 2nmDE s ，take it as the noise power spectrum.
Step 3. Using (18) and (16) to get the spectrum ),(~ nmX s .
Step 4. Using (19), take the inverse ST of ),(~ nmX s to obtain the enhanced speech signal
)(~ kx .
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In order to evaluate the performance of the algorithm objectively, the segmental signal-to-noise
ratio ( segSNR ) is usually used to measure the performance.
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where )(nxk and )(~ nxk are respectively the pure speech signal and the output speech signal. N is
the length of the speech frame and K is the number of frames.
IV. EXPERIMENT AND PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
In order to verify the speech denoising effect and speech enhancement performance of the
proposed algorithm, The Matlab is used for the simulation experiment. During the experiment,
the statistical average in the absence of speech is used in the noise estimation as the power
spectrum of the noise and the proposed algorithm is compared with the classical spectral
subtraction method (SS) and the Gabor method in terms of performance. The standard speech
signal used in the experiment is the pure speech sample of TIMIT database and the noise used is
the classical Gaussian white noise. The sampling rate of the pure speech used in the experiment is
8kHz. Noise with certain signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) is added, and then the standard spectral
subtraction method [5], the Gabor spectral subtraction method [24], the ST spectral subtraction
method, the LMS spectral subtraction method [12] and the RLS spectral subtraction method [14]
are applied to de-noise.
(a) Pure speech
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(b) Clear speech spectrum
(c) Noisy speech
(d) Noisy speech spectrum
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(e) Speech after de-noising by using the standard SS method.
(f) Speech spectrum after standard SS method.
(g) Speech after de-noising by using the Gabor-SS method.
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(h) Speech spectrum after de-noising by using the Gabor-SS method.
(i) Speech after de-noising by using the LMS method.
(j) Speech spectrum after de-noising by using the LMS method.
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(k) Speech after de-noising by using the RLS method.
(l) Speech spectrum after de-noising by using the RLS method.
(m) Speech after de-noising by using the proposed algorithm.
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(n) Speech spectrum after de-noising by using the proposed algorithm.
Figure 2. Comparison of simulation experiment results
Table 1. Denoising comparison of the five algorithms
Input SNR
(dB)
Output segSNR (dB)
Boll-SS [5] Gabor-SS[19] LMS[12] RLS[14] DST-SS
5 1.1167 1.6818 1.8326 1.8415 2.3280
10 5.6391 6.3878 6.9214 7.0133 7.4936
15 10.8302 11.0793 11.8654 11.9104 12.3792
20 15.4403 16.1724 16.9105 17.1023 17.5056
The results of five different denoising algorithms are shown in (e), (g), (i) ,(k), (m) of Figure 2
and the corresponding spectrums are displayed in (f), (h), (j), (l), (n) of Figure 2. As shown in
Figure 2(m) and Figure 2(n), the proposed algorithm has better de-noising effect as compared
with the other algorithms. As shown in speech spectrum, the noise in the speech is greatly
reduced. The objective comparison of the results of these five denoising algorithms are shown in
Table 1.
As shown in Table 1, the segmental SNR obtained by the proposed DST-SS algorithm is
obviously higher than those obtained by the classic spectral subtraction method, the Gabor
spectral subtraction method, the LMS spectral subtraction method and the RLS spectral
subtraction method in the same input SNR of speech. The experiment also indicates that the
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proposed DST-SS algorithm can maintain well the detailed characteristics of the original speech
after de-noising and the distortion is reduced, and verifies that the proposed algorithm is effective.
V. CONCLUSION
The conventional spectral subtraction method uses the window Fourier transform or Gabor
transform, where the window function width keeps unchanged during transform so that it has a
fixed time-frequency accuracy in the time-frequency domain. Since the ST has the advantages of
both wavelet transform and shor-time Fourier transform, it has a changeable time-frequency
accuracy in the joint time-frequency domain. The discrete ST based spectral subtraction method
proposed in this paper is obviously better than the spectral subtraction method based on linear
time-frequency transform. The results of large quantity of comparison experiments show that the
proposed DST-SS spectral subtraction method has a distinct effect on the speech enhancement,
which greatly reduces the noise, improves the speech quality, and effectively enhance the de-
noising ability.
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